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Urmila Sankaye <urmila.sankaye@simc.edu>

Fwd: Invitation: External Expert to conduct Mock 'Group Discussion' exercise at
SIMC
1 message

Director SIMC <director@simc.edu>
Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 7:00 PM
To: Sneha Samaddar <sneha.samaddar@simc.edu>, Urmila Sankaye <urmila.sankaye@simc.edu>
Thanks and Regards,
Ruchi Kher Jaggi, PhD
Director, Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication (SIMC) (www.simc.edu)
Dean, Faculty of Media & Communication,
Symbiosis International (Deemed University) (www.siu.edu.in) Pune.
Vice-Chair, Media Education & Research Section,
International Association of Media & Communication Research (IAMCR) .
Ph. 020-28116101
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Col. Sunil Brijkrishan <colsunil@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Nov 10, 2017 at 10:56 PM
Subject: Re: Invitation: External Expert to conduct Mock 'Group Discussion' exercise at SIMC
To: Mudita Mishra <mudita.mishra@simc.edu>
Cc: deputy director <deputydirector@simc.edu>, Indrani Sen <indrani.sen@simc.edu>, Placements Simc
<placements@simc.edu>, Director, SIMC <director@simc.edu>
Dear Mudita ji,
Greetings.
I commenced the GD proceedings, this morning at 10:15 am, by first briefing the entire batch, about the "mechanics of
GDs", for around 45 minutes.
Thereafter, I did a total of 10 GDs, from 11am till 6:30 pm.
Details of conduct are as under:
* GD 1 - (7 students).
* GDs 2, 3 & 4 - (9 students each).
* GD 5 - (10 students).
* GDs 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10 - (12 students each).
A total of 104 students were put through the process.
The performance ranged from, "Very Good" to "Fair."..A few students who could be termed as "Weak", were actually not
"Weak" in that sense - they were only a little hesitant to "speak" - this however, did not, in any way, speak of their
"acumen"...it was only a case of them "trying" to interject, but not being able to do so, 'assertively'....they were counselled
& all assurances, they will show much improvement in the next GD they participate in.
I gave each participant a personal feedback, wherein I told them where exactly they "stood".
The "Weak" students were told the 'what's & hows' to go about the modalities & I am sanguine, that they will do a good
job, when the time comes.
Overall, I was quite happy at the performance.
SIMC batch 2016-18, is good; has the potential to excel.
Thank you for all the assistance you provided, by way of transport & a good meal.
I'd also like to thank Niharika, Varun & Aarti for helping out in the organization of the "groups".
Look forward to greater interaction, Ma'am.
Regards.
Cheers.
Col Sunil Brijkrishan
On Oct 30, 2017 09:53, "Mudita Mishra" <mudita.mishra@simc.edu> wrote:
Dear Sir,

We are pleased to extend to you the invitation for 'Mock Group discussion' exercise for our MBA senior year students on
the 10th of November, 2017.
We shall send across the details of this exercise soon for your kind reference.
I sincerely hope that you accept our kind invitation, and that this exercise proves to be of immense value to our
students.
Regards,
Mudita
Thanks and warm regards,
Mudita Mishra
Assistant Professor, MBA-Communication Management
Faculty in-charge, 'Public Relations' specialization
Faculty in-charge, MBA Internships
Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication (PG),
Lavale, Pune
Office contact: 020- 39116543
Mobile: 9950024884
www.simc.edu

On Sun, Oct 29, 2017 at 5:47 PM, Mudita Mishra <mudita.mishra@simc.edu> wrote:
Thank you for your response, Sir. Will certainly confirm by tomorrow.
@ Niharika: please let's finalise tomorrow whenever you get free.Thanks!
On 29 Oct 2017 15:03, "Col. Sunil Brijkrishan" <colsunil@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Mudita ji,
Greetings.
Thank you for your mail.
Sorry for the late response....I have been travelling....in fact still am... :)
I am not available on 09 Nov, as I will be doing a programme for L&T, in Lonavala.
Can look at 10 Nov as of now.
Let me know.
Cheers.
Col Sunil Brijkrishan
On Oct 24, 2017 2:59 PM, "Mudita Mishra" <mudita.mishra@simc.edu> wrote:
Dear Sir,
Greetings from SIMC! I hope you are doing well, and that you had a great festive season!
Just to introduce myself, I am Mudita Mishra, Assistant Professor at SIMC and also the faculty-in-charge for
'Internship' related processes for the MBA (CM) programme. We have met a couple of times at SIMC!
Sir, I have a request to make of you. We are planning to conduct 'Mock Group Discussions' for our MBA students
(senior batch) before they sit for similar processes during final placements from the next month.
We are planning to conduct this exercise either on the 9th or 10th of November. We seek your help in guiding
our students as to how to participate in GDs, while conducting themselves suitably.
I shall discuss the details with you on phone once you express your consent; we'd be glad to have someone like
you, with your experience and insights, guiding our students before they embark on their journey in the real
world to secure great jobs.
Do let me know, Sir, in case you need any other information.
Have a great day ahead!
Thanks and warm regards,

Mudita Mishra
Assistant Professor, MBA-Communication Management
Faculty in-charge, 'Public Relations' specialization
Faculty in-charge, MBA Internships
Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication (PG),
Lavale, Pune
Office contact: 020- 39116543
Mobile: 9950024884
www.simc.edu
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Urmila Sankaye <urmila.sankaye@simc.edu>

Fwd: Regarding Mock GD
1 message

Director SIMC <director@simc.edu>
Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 7:00 PM
To: Sneha Samaddar <sneha.samaddar@simc.edu>, Urmila Sankaye <urmila.sankaye@simc.edu>

this is for 2017
Thanks and Regards,
Ruchi Kher Jaggi, PhD
Director, Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication (SIMC) (www.simc.edu)
Dean, Faculty of Media & Communication,
Symbiosis International (Deemed University) (www.siu.edu.in) Pune.
Vice-Chair, Media Education & Research Section,
International Association of Media & Communication Research (IAMCR) .
Ph. 020-28116101
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Mudita Mishra <mudita.mishra@simc.edu>
Date: Mon, Nov 6, 2017 at 10:09 AM
Subject: Regarding Mock GD
To: Director Simc <director@simc.edu>
Cc: deputy director <deputydirector@simc.edu>, Indrani Sen <indrani.sen@simc.edu>, placement officer
<placementofficer@simc.edu>, niharika gulati <niharika.gulati18@simc.edu>
Dear Ma'am,
We are planning to conduct a mock GD exercise on the 10th of November. I am attaching herewith a document with a
tentative outline for this exercise. After you give your feedback and comments, I shall email detailed instructions to the
entire batch.
@Indrani Ma'am: Ma'am, please let me know your comments as well. Shall incorporate them in the instructions.
Thanks and warm regards,
Mudita Mishra
Assistant Professor, MBA-Communication Management
Faculty in-charge, 'Public Relations' specialization
Faculty in-charge, MBA Internships
Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication (PG),
Lavale, Pune
Office contact: 020- 39116543
Mobile: 9950024884
www.simc.edu
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SYMBIOSIS INSTITUTE OF MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION (SIMC)
MENTORING REPORT – 2017-18
Mentoring is a significant activity in the institute. There is a structured mentorship programme
at the institute where the faculty is allotted with the student mentor during the commencement
of the course when the students join the institute. The mentorship programme at the institute
aims to meet the allotted mentee regularly as far as possible, initiate discussion on personal and
professional goal-setting, guidance in meeting those goals and career counseling. The
mentoring activity at the institute happens in two ways –
Informal mentoring involves providing support and, in some instances, helping a student learn
something new in a completely new environment. It also promotes students' sense of wellbeing by engaging with them through conversations and positive relationships. This mode of
mentoring has a lasting positive impact on the student as the primary purpose of informal
mentoring is to help the students settle down in the new environment.
Formal mentoring involves guiding the student through programs offered, understanding the
courses, encouraging and helping them participate in competitions, motivating the students that
will reduce student’s engagement in risky behaviours such as poor attendance or drug use, and
community concerns.
The institute emphasizes on counseling students for the selection of their specialization and
guiding them in choosing their career and also training and refining their communication. The
mentors guide the students in the selection of the right career paths. They also help in preparing
the students for internships and placement interviews and provide needful guidance for the
same. This helps the mentees making the right choice while selecting their career paths.
The overall progress of the mentees is mapped through a personality development plan through
which the mentor chalks out the progress of the mentees. The experience, knowledge, and
coaching rendered by the mentor significantly help in the career development of the mentee.

Personal Development Plan
Chalk out your effort to develop the following skills. The four skills given below are based on
the four parameters namely, Knowledge (academic performance, practical application of the
concept to projects, cells, etc), skills (oral and written communication skills), and attitude
(dependability as punctuality and regularity at work) which are considered important to be
industry-ready.
Kindly bring the shaded sheet to your mentor during your mentoring meetings based on which
he/she will evaluate you on your effort to develop yourself and mentor you further. You may
wish to ask his/her guidance on any of the four parameters or others on which you want to
develop yourself. As part of the organizational behaviour course, a total of 15 marks are allotted
for the efforts you are putting in demonstrated by the evidence and results you are showing to
develop yourself on curricular and co-curricular fronts at SIMC. Kindly meet the mentors with
prior notice.

Communication skills
(verbal-written)

Academic Performance

Dependability
Involvement in Cocurricular activities

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN EVALUATION MARKING TEMPLATE
Parameter 1: Academic Progress:
-

-

Discuss with the mentees the efforts they are doing to gain theoretical and practical
knowledge of the industry they would like to specialize in, their involvement in
projects, or initiatives they are taking up on their own.
Suggestions for mentoring: Mentor students on how student use library, their study
plan/methods/consult, how it helps them, their class involvement, their academic
aims and motivations, the specialization they would like to get in, topics they can do
assignments on, projects they are doing and how they are putting the theoretical
knowledge into practical use, etc.

Parameter 2: Involvement in Extra-Curricular activities:
Ask for significant activities they are actively involved in
a.
b.
c.
d.

Level one involvement = Attending meetings
Level two involvement = Sharing suggestions, ideas, insights, etc.
Level three involvement = performing a specific task in cells
Level four involvement = Participation in university, altruistic activity such as
university representation in sports or any other field or social service
e. Suggestions for mentoring: Mentor them on their skills and talents they are aiming
to develop, how they are using college/univ facilities to develop them, how they are
taking initiatives to support the college, university, society.
Parameter 3: Dependability:
-

Ms. Madhavi will send you the aggregate attendance in class. Give marks as per the
percentage of attendance.
Suggestions for Mentoring: Mentor them on punctuality, how they are doing their
assignments and its quality, whether they gave their assignments on time etc.

Parameter 4: Communication Skills:
-

-

Ask your mentees to come with a presentation of two slides and speak for few minutes.
You may also ask your mentee to show any of their written work, assignments, blogs,
etc. confidence, the correctness of language, logical thinking, and quality of their ppts.
Give marks as per the ability to present or write as follows:
Suggestions for Mentoring: Mentor them on taking efforts to develop writing skills,
speaking skills, blogging skills, quality of their ppts, etc.

**SIMC
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Urmila Sankaye <urmila.sankaye@simc.edu>

Fwd: Mentee List
1 message

Sneha Samaddar <sneha.samaddar@simc.edu>
To: Urmila Sankaye <urmila.sankaye@simc.edu>

Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 3:14 PM

Sneha Samaddar
Teaching Associate
Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication
Symbiosis International (Deemed University)
"If you want to shine like a sun. First, burn like the sun." - Kalam

--------- Forwarded message---------From: Munmun Ghosh <munmun.ghosh@simc.edu>
Date: Wed, Nov 13, 2019 at 3:05 PM
Subject: Fwd: Mentee List
To: Sneha Samaddar <sneha.samaddar@simc.edu>

Dear Sneha,
FYI, please.
Thanks & Regards
Munmun Ghosh, PhD
Head - Academics (MBA)
Symbiosis Institute ofMedia & Communication,(SIMC)
Symbiosis International University,
Lavoie, Pune.
Ph. 020- 28116102
F - +91-20-28116:111

W- www.simc.edu

--------- Forwarded message--------From: Munmun Ghosh <munmun.ghosh@simc.edu>
Date: Tue, Aug 8, 2017 at 11:03 AM
Subject: Mentee List
To: MBA Faculty <mbafaculty@simc.edu>

Dear Colleagues,
PFA the Mentor - Mentee list and the students that have opted for. Kindly start your mentoring process with
proper documentation.

Thanks & Regards

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Head - Academics (MBA)
Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication^SIMC)
Symbiosis International University,
Lavale, Pune.

Ph. 020- 39116102
F- +91-20-39116111
W- www.simc.edu
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Symbiosis International University
(Established under section 3 of the UGC Act 1956 vide notification No. F9-12/2001-U.3 Govt. of India)
Accredited by NAAC with 'A' grade
Founder : Prof. Dr. S. B. Mujumdar M.Sc. Ph.D. (Awarded Padma Bhushan and Padma Shri by President of India)

Notice on mentorship programme

August 10, 2017

This is to inform all students of batch 2017-19 that you have been allocated individual faculty
mentors. You would have received an email with the details of the allocation. The faculty mentors
will support you through your academic journey, encourage you towards capability enhancement
and also offer professional advice and personal counselling, as required.
You are requested to contact your faculty mentors and set up your meetings as per your mutual
convenience throughout the academic year.

Ruchi Kher Jaggi, PhD
Director,
Symbiosis Institute of Media & Communication (SIMC)
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Name of the student
Harshul Banodha

Mentor & Mentee List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Guidance and Carer

Name of the Mentors
Dr. Ashwani Upadhyay

2

Name of the student
Isha Tandon

What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Guidance

Name of the Mentors
Dr. Priya Grover

3

Name of the student
Sunanda S

Name of the Mentors
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

4

Amulya Shastri

5

6

Vineet Garg
Mudbidri Utkarsh Rajan

7

Pallavi Yadav

What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Guidance through specialisation and career
Enabling a wider scope of learning beyond class room learning and sharing
insights on how I can improve!
To keep us motivated and help us to strive for the best in future
To motivate me and inspire me.
A friend , guide, philosopher who i can look up to in times i need
inspiration and someone who can provide clarity of thought when faced
with dilemmas.

8

Annie Jha

9
10

Aishwaryasai Arunkumar ^ guidance and support to be able to achieve my goals.
Manavi Baraya
Guidance; a sounding board

11

Tanya Srivastava

Guidance for the course, How to manage academics along with cell work.
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Other than placement how to take the best out of the opportunities at SIMC

12
13

Kartik Grover
Ajinkya Dilip Hajare

Guidance and support.
Guidance

14

Srishti Srivastava

Through their experience the mentors can guide us not onpy through these 2
years of college, but provide ud with us insight of how the industry works Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
and how we should go about exploring it.

Samin Ahmed

I want my mentor to guide me towards achieving my goals and making the
right career decision so that I am happy with the work I do later on in life.

Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

A man Kumar
Rajlaxmi Vivek Patil
Sonali Sharma
Rajat Sarin

Understanding and helpful
Basic guidance
Guidance, both professional and personal
To put it in a word 'Guidance'.

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
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17

18
19

Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

My expectations from my mentor would be to bring the best in me and help
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
me overcome my shortcomings and help me grow everyday.
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

Ruchi Jaggi
Ruchi Jaggi
Ruchi Jaggi
Ruchi Jaggi

SI. No
20
21

Name of the student
Gadve Radhika Anil
Surbhi Gupta

22

Yederi Omkar Ganesh

23

Khot Chaitanya Kiran

Mentor & Mentee List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Guidance, support and motivation
I expect career guidance and personal counselling.
Guidance, Support, Expertise advice , Suggestions and to encourage ,
motivate in our journey of advertising
Motivation and guidance

24

Aastha Anand

career guidance, personal counselling, suggestions for improvement

25

Shivani Sudhanva Ranade It should provide me constant encouragement and support.
To have one on one interaction and discussions about multiple aspects of a
Puru Agarwal
certain topic.

Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

Name of the student

What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program

Name of the Mentors

Prerona Sengupta

to guide me through the hardships of career.

Prof. Indrani Sen

Name of the student

What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program

Name of the Mentors

Gosain Noopur Nitin

A better understanding of the work environment and industry and guidance
Prof. Josraj Arakkal
in choosing the best possible field for me

Name of the student

What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program

26

27

28

29

Aditya Sonker

30

Srishti Dubey

31

Jaspreet Singh Arora

Guidance on how to be more introducing new changes from what we are
teached.
1 expect my mentor to make me understand the real picture of the industry
and help me cultivate skills that will aid my job role. I also want to learn
from my mentor's experience, and hence would like her to share the same.
This program is sure an add-on and 1 am expecting it be a cherry on the
cake!
Availablity

Name of the Mentors
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

Dr. Ruchi Jaggi

Name of the Mentors
Prof. Mudita Mishra

Prof. Mudita Mishra

Prof. Mudita Mishra

SI. No

Name of the student

32

Rao Shreya

33

Ankita Arun

34

Antara Jha

35
36

Mentor & Mentce List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program

Name of the Mentors

1) Help me get clarity on whatever course related issues I might have (not
about the portion, but about any choices regarding specialisations or the
subjects) 2) A mentor who will remind me about certain harsh realities from
Prof. Mudita Mishra
time to time; about my performance or industry truths. 3) Help me develop
a borader outlook and apporach Also just general guidance about random
things, if I would require.

Bhartia Aashna Sandeep

Guidance, understanding and support to cope with circumstances and
changes.
A push in the right direction and guidance to gain the tools I need to excel
in my field of choice.
Professional guidance and industry knowledge

Prof. Mudita Mishra

Antara Singhania

Develop and hone my skills under the right leadership and guidance.

Prof. Mudita Mishra

Prof. Mudita Mishra
Prof. Mudita Mishra

I expect my mentor to understand my strengths and weakness and
accordingly guide me towards a direction where my capabilities would best
Prof. Mudita Mishra
be utilised and altogether would help me be a more efficient person in my
eventually field of work.
There are times when I question my abilities and potentials,A mentor would
help me be motivated and boost and confident,The mentor would be my go
Prof. Mudita Mishra
to person if I have any problems in respect to my personal and professional
life!

37

Aditya Shankar Mishra

38

Ria Arora

39

Gurleen Batra

Since I am a fresher, I have blurred lines regarding my choice of
Prof. Mudita Mishra
specialisations. So, I'll need a lot of help to understand the corporate world.

Bhumika Kaushik

My expectations from a mentor-ship program are not just something that
assists my professional growth, but would be my go-to point for the
situations that I find myself incapable of dealing with alone. Looking to
develop both as a person and a professional through this program.

Vaishnavi Vilas Harlapur

Guidance in case of confusion/doubt regarding career planning and also as a
Prof. Mudita Mishra
support to seek in times of personal guidance while residing in the campus.

Khanna Esha Vivek

Guidance and one on one doubt solving

40
\

( -42

Prof. Mudita Mishra

Prof. Mudita Mishra

Name of the student

Mentor & Mcntcc List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program

Name of the Mentors

43

Rhea Brar

Guidance towards the right career path and help in matters of need.

Prof. Mudita Mishra

44

Aliasgar Quresh Pardawah guidance for a better future.

Prof. Mudita Mishra

45

Samvit Kher

Prof. Mudita Mishra

46

Shubham

47
48

Jiju Georis Issac
Ananya Bera

SI. No

Name of the student
49

Ananya Roy Chowdhury

50

Soham Sen

56

Name of the student
Samantha Velanie Dsouza
Saple Shivani Kiran
Abhishansa Mathur
Saanand Singh
Ujjawal
Shivani Jha

57

Remi Hazra

51
52
53
54
55

Guidance towards my personal and professional objectives both

Share her wisdom, knowledge, skills and expertise which will help me take
Prof. Mudita Mishra
right decisions at-least for next 2 years.
guidance
Prof. Mudita Mishra
Professionals and personal support
Prof. Mudita Mishra
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Name of the Mentors
To help me select the right specialisation and also guide me for the course
Prof. Pooja Valecha
and the placement process thereafter.
To guide me personally and profesionally. Help me grow as a person and to
suggest me and help me grow my skill sets (MS Office and any other
Prof. Pooja Valecha
required skill set.)
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program?
Guidance and support
Motivation
Guidance and connect related to industry experience.
Guidance and advice.
Guidance on how to go about in different stages
Approachable and understanding
Better insights as to how I can perform better in class...suggest me useful
readings and guide me further____________________________________

Name of the Mentors
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

SI. No

Name of the student

Mentor & Mcntee List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program

Name of the Mentors

Tushar Khurana

I am here to prove that every classroom is a four walled room with an
Internet Connection. An Experienced Person along with many Knowledge
seekers. I did change my field from Fashion to Media. But it was a wellplanned decision. Having worked in Luxury Retail Brands along with 2
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Internships (PR + SM) makes this decision a wise one. I need a Mentor who
grooms me into the Public Speaker I aspire to be. I want to be in PR
specialization, most probably. MM would be my second option. Manners
Maketh Man. I need a Mentor who makes me a Legend.

59

Ash it S harm a

A guidance on how to work on my career goals and develop my capabilities
to prepare for the same. Also, i would like my mentor to give an insight
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
from their personal experience from the industry and guide on how to
manage situations in the context of career.

60

Raghav Sharma

61

Pednekar Manal Pradeep

58

62

Asmita Srivastava

63

Sneha Roy

64

Nancy Vasa

65
66

T
A 68

Guidance
Comfort to speak without hesitation and appropriate guidance in personal
and professional matters

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Someone whom I can share my lows more than my highs. Someone I can
rush to in need of distress. Someone who can guide me to deliver my best in
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
the most stressful of situations. Being away from home, someone who is a
substitution for family here.
Professional and educational guidance.
Guide me when I'm deviating from my path and help me when I'm lagging
behind

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Vatsala Sharma

To have a confidante and an experienced advisor for at SIMC and beyond.

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Sindhuja V

Understanding,helpful,supportive

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

St

Bhandari Neha Sudhir

offer an outside perspective on you help you by sharing their own
experience of both failure and success give friendly, unbiased suppor

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Simran.N.Chugh

I'd expect my mentor to guide me in making the right choices for my career. Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

SI. No

Name of the student

69

Chirag Sinha

70

Shrishti Agarwal

71
72

Prasuk Sharma
Shruti Balamurli

73

Ria Das

Mentor & Mentee List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Name of the Mentors
A clear career path and also how to align my individuals goals to my career
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
goals.
Pre-selection and post-selection of specialization guidance, along with best
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
insights on how to obtain extra knowledge in the field.
Empowering us in all aspects of life
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Comfort, guidance and support
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Guidance and advice regarding academics as well as certain personal issues
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
regarding life on campus
A mentor should have the willingness to share skills, knowledge, and
expertise.Also mentorship is a relationship in which a more experienced or
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
more knowledgeable person helps to guide a less experienced or less
knowledgeable person.

74

Sakshi Rakesh Jain

75

Geetarani Beshra

76

Turakhia Hailley Anand

77

R Saianand

78

Palak Shah

79

Amritha Soman

80

Harsimran Kaur Khurana Guiding me through the problems in course and help in subject choices.

81

f

83

Rishika Banerjee
N»

To guide me through the course
Clarity on one's strengths combined with preferences, industry guidance,
and a friend, more than anything else to help identify challenges and work
around them.
Guidance in networking and making contacts in the industry while taking
me to the right career path.
I would expect my mentor to guide me through the program also sometimes
help me navigate through life at SIMC.
I expect a guide in all fields professional and personal.

I would love to have a mentor whom I could reach out to in case of any
doubts which requires clarity. It is very confusing to take certain decisions
and I often tend to get influenced by what my friends suggest, so having a
mentor would be helpful to make correct choices.

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Aditi Gautam

Monitors progress throughout the entire relationship, provide guidance and
direction, offer suggestions, to tell me when things are not working, to be
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
supportive, to help me figure out things for myself

Soujanya Das

Guidance in both academic and non-academic spheres.

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

SI. No
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Name of the student
Arpit Sindhwani

85

Devi S

86

Palak Malhotra

87

Shivani Gera

88
89
90

Aishwarya Ravi Kumar
Naina Kansal
Harshad Sansanwal

91

Miriam Coelin Paul

92

Shreya R Shah

93

Shashank Vinod Kutty

Mentor & Mcntcc List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Guidance and Motivation
A thorough communication based, active participation and guidance
oriented honest approach of helping a mentee.
I expect a relationship where i can discuss my academic and personal
problem both. I expect guidance when i am stuck to make any decisions
because they can be lifechanging too,

Name of the Mentors
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

What I am majorly lacking on this hill is the guidance on how to manage so
many things with efficiency in such a short period of time. And also ways to
increase your knowledge in this field. Whenever I look around, I see there is
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
sea full of advices. So it becomes really difficult to decide what to follow. I
expect from my mentor that she will impart me the knowledge to choose
what is best for me in the long run.
To be a guide and talk to us.
help in improving knowledge about varied fields
Guidance for my future endeavours
I want my mentor to guide and direct me in my professional and personal
life.
Get the right guidance to make the right choices
All I would expect from my mentor is the he/she should be completely
approachable at any point of time for both personal and professional
doubts/issues. I also expect him/her to try and develop a different
perspective of looking at things in me.

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

94

Singh Hemani Anil

I expect my mentor to understand the way I think and help me along those
lines to create a better understanding, someone who can provide me clarity
on things and be a friend rather than a mentor for these two years. I want
the mentorship program to help me polish my personality and grow as a
person.

95

Shetty Rividha Ramdas

A person who could guide me and help me make better choices.

96

Burbure Advita Vidhyadha Guidance in taking steps towards the courier
Ravina Sethia
Growing and learning together.

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Arijit Sikdar

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Guidance, Advice regarding the course and resolution of doubts

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

SI. No
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100
101

Mentor & Mentee List MBA (CM) Batch 2017-19
Name of the student
What do you expect from a mentor and mentor-ship program
Guidance in academic and professional endeavours as well as broader
S L Vishnu
sharing of insight,knowledge and wisdom.
Vatsala Rajesh Kaul
thorough understanding of the course
Nidhi Shantilal Makwana A proper Guidance and great bonding with the mentor.

Name of the Mentors
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh

Lakshya Kapoor

A mentor's job is to guide its disciple in the best way possible both
professionally and emotionally. It is really important for a mentor to share a
warm relationship with its student to attain the best out of him/her in every
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
discipline. I expect a good interpersonal relationship with my mentor so that
it helps me in taking the right decisions in these two years to get the most
out of these 2 years.

103

Megha Bathwal

What I primarily seek from a mentor is a lot of encouragement and support.
Someone who could give me unbiased advice and constructive feedback
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
when it comes to my academics, work and personal life.

104

Antima Mishra

102

105
106

A comfortable place to freely express the problems and difficulties be it
academic, professional or personal.
To guide me with my personal and professional choices and help me move
Madhumitha Sundaramurtl
forward with my choices.
Anish Ghatak

Guidance when i need it, Support System to fall back on if something goes
wrong and a person who can give me great advice

Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
Dr. Mun Mun Ghosh
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Sneha Samaddar <sneha.samaddar@simc.edu>

Fwd: Mentorship list

1 message

Gagan Prakash <gagan.prakash@simc.edu>
To: Sneha Samaddar <sneha.samaddar@simc.edu>

Tue, Nov 12, 2019 at 11:44 AM

list of 2017.
---------- Forwarded message---------From: Gagan Prakash <gagan.prakash@simc.edu>
Date: Wed, Aug 23, 2017 at 1:59 PM
Subject: Mentorship list
To: Sneha Subhedar <sneha.subhedar@simc.edu>, Sushobhan Patankar <sushobhan.patankar@simc.edu>, Director,
SIMC <director@simc.edu>, Manisha Dwivedi <manisha.dwivedi@simc.edu>, Ajit duara <ajit.duara@simc.edu>,
dharmendra chavan <dharmendra.chavan@simc.edu>

Dear Colleagues,
I am sharing the list of mentorship with this mail. Kindly start meeting your mentees.
Thanks and Regards,
Sent from my Windows 10 phone

Gagan Prakash,
8888816230
This email is governed by the Disclaimer Terms of SIU which may be viewed at http://wvw.siu.edu.in/downloads/email-disclaimer.php
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fl SIMC
Student name
CYRUS GANDHI (AV)
Didhiti Ghosh (AV)
Pratima Giri
Urvashi Maru - Audio Visual
Anushree Mukherjee- AV
Gyanesh- AV
Sruthy Mariam type
Amruta Dhume, journalism
Krutika Goswami MAMC(AV)

Minal Malli - Journalism

Remarks
A friendly person and a person who can guide us in difficult
times.
I expect to be guided so that I can succeed.
He/she should be easy to talk to. Someone with whom I can
share my academic and personal issues.
I want guidance to shape my career and make the best out of
these 2 years.
To guide me

Faculty incharge
Dr. Gagan Prakash- Audio Visual/ Photojournalism
Dr. Gagan Prakash- Audio Visual/ Photojournalism
Dr. Gagan Prakash- Audio Visual/ Photojournalism
Dr. Gagan Prakash- Audio Visual/ Photojournalism
Dr. Gagan Prakash- Audio Visual/ Photojournalism
Dr. Gagan Prakash- Audio Visual/ Photojournalism
Dr. Ramesh Menon- Mass Communication/Journalism

Engaging discussions, feedback on work, guidance on
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
research, advice on any important issue
A mentor should be able to guide me to reach to my area of
interest and destination.Mentorship program should help me
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
in gaining knowledge from my mentor, receive feedback and
increase clarity in professional life.
I look forward to being guided and supported by a mentor in
achieving my career goals. I expect the mentor-ship to allow Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
me forgo my inhibitions in opening up to my teachers.

A person who can help me through my tough times, like
now.
Hoping to receive some personalised guidance on my
Poulomi Chatterjee MA MC ( Jou strengths and weaknesses. I would like to know how to
improve upon my skill set.
Some professional and personal guidance. Freedom to talk
Saakhi Chadha (MAMC journalis about anything, ranging from academics and career to
problems being faced by living away from home._______

Nilanjana Chatterjee

a* n -b ^ ^

Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communieation/Journalism
m

Sift?*

Student name
Sankalp Luthra - Audio-Visual
Sayan Ghosh

Shreya Kohli (Audio - Visual)

Sumedh Sengaonkar
Aditya Jagath
Andrews Clarson
Austin Kanneth (AV)

mSIMC
Remarks

Faculty in charge

Expect a personal forum wherein I could consult my mentor
with full confidence and trust when I require assistance or
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
advice on academic and non - academic issues.
Guidance and help with academics
I hope to be able to open up freely to my mentor so that I am
inspired and motivated to grow as a person.
Also, I hope to gain clarity about my career prospects so that
with constant support and guidance, I'm able to work
towards my goal.
Apart from providing a guidance to oneself, I expect to get
some definitive or a somewhat stable directions on this
dynamic field. Filled with ambiguities, I hope my mind goes
in a straight direction.
To guide me through my interests which would enable me to
produce better work from time to time.
A person who i can talk and discuss about various things
I expect to become utterly-erudite in the field of "Film
writing and analysis" by the end of the course and learn the
art of writing extensively for films. My aim is to be
proficient at vetting celluloid and to understand the nitty
gritties of film making.

Dr, Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism

Dr. Ruchi Jaggi- Mass Communication/Journalism
Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual
Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual
Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual

Chinmaya Sharma (audio visual)

Guide me through the process of film making and clearing
all my doubts regarding the same

Ginson Samuel (AV)

I want to learn film making in every aspects like
cinematography, lighting, editing, pre production & post
Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual
production but I really need to specialize in cinematography

Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual

'T7 ?5^*

MMC

Student name

Remarks

Faculty incharge

Harsh Dang Ma-mc A/V

I want to be a director. With my mentor's experience in films
and film reviewing, I will gain a better understanding of the Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual
craft. I hope to make the most of the program in this way.

Irfan Ahmed Shaik - Audio Visua

Technical skills assistance, Moral support and Long term
relation in career.

Swapna Ravichandran - MA(MC) Guidance

Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual

Prof. Ajit Duara- Audio Visual

Debapriya Bhatta (AV)

I need to gain an extensive knowledge of softwares that aid
major support in the production aspect of things. I expect
Sir's guidance in helping me master those.

Prof. Dharmendra Chavan- Audio Visual

Fatema Lakdawala (Audio- Visua

To help me with my career and make a decision that works
best in my favour.

Prof. Dharmendra Chavan- Audio Visual

Sonalika Puri, Audio Visual

I expect to be able to open up about myself so that I gain
support and motivation to get a clarity about my career.

Prof. Dharmendra Chavan- Audio Visual

Abhilasha Seth - Audio Visual

Divyashree Thacker

A relationship with a mentor is one that should be treasured
for a lifetime. I believe that the relationship I will have is to Prof. Manisha Diwedi- Audio Visual
be one full of encouragement, knowledge, support and of
Under a mentor ship program I would expect my mentor to
guide me and prepare me for the industry in future and give Prof. Manisha Diwedi- Audio Visual
me opportunities to improve my self and gamer enough

I would expect my mentor to guide me in the right direction
DIVYASHREE THACKER (AUI and prepare me for the industry. I would also like to build a Prof. Manisha Diwedi- Audit
rapport with my mentor and engage in discussion that are not
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llSIMC
Student name
Tanvi Salunkhe

Remarks
Guidance and insightful advice about career opportunities

Faculty incharge
Prof. Manisha Diwedi- Audio Visual

One-on-one interaction relating to difficulty in academics
Aakriti Bhalla, MA (MC) Journal and also personal difficulties related to the field of
Journalism.

Prof. Ramesh Menon - Journalism

B. VIDHYALAKSHMI (JOURN, Guidance

Prof. Ramesh Menon - Journalism

Pooja Kesavan, Journalism

I believe my mentor could help me with any difficulties in
the field ofjournalism or the news and television industry
and also encourage me in all my endeavors

Sabhyata Badhwar; MAMC (Aud Gaining of skills and knowledge beyond the classrooms

Sanjana Shenoy(AV)

Vedang Bhatt, AV

ZARINE HOSSAIN

Disha Bhardwaj

Prof. Ramesh Menon - Journalism

Prof. Ramesh Menon - Journalism

I would expect this mentorship program to help me build my
inter personal skills and hone my skills in the media
Prof. Ramesh Menon - Journalism
industry.
I expect genuine feedback and guidance from my mentor.
Moreover, I hope to use their industry contacts to secure a
Prof. Ramesh Menon - Journalism
good internship.
Before this form came, I had some issues with academics as
well as other things and I had approached Ramesh Menon
Prof. Ramesh Menon - Journalism
Sir, his advice was really helpful. I know other professors are
I expect guidance regarding writing style.
Prof. Sneha Subhedar- Mass com:
I have been able to communicate her on professional front

1.SIMC
Student name

Remarks

Faculty incharge

Shantanu Nagvekar MAMC (AV)

Guidance and correct method of showing right path,
avoiding confusion

Prof. Sneha Subhedar- Mass communication

Shrinkhala Verma-Journalism

To guide me and help me perform better in my academics

Prof. Sneha Subhedar- Mass communication

Thushara Kuriakose

A person with whom I can talk freely , who will help and
encourage me .

Prof. Sneha Subhedar- Mass communication

Aparna Deb (Journalism)

To guide me on the academic front. Also, I wish to do
research papers related to politics and business journalism. Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism
So, it will be great if they could guide me through the same.

Areeb Imam

Coming from a non-media background, I wish to have more
knowledge about the industry as well as more insights into Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism
the sports journalism field.

A mentor should be a provide prudent information to help
Christal Velda Mitzie Ferrao (Jou you in your career. Their word should always make you
confident about what you do.

Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism

Dhriti Datta - MAMC (Joumalisn-

I expect a mentor to encourage me and push me in ways that
Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism
brings the best out of me.

Divya Chandra (Journalism)

I am looking forward to the adequate guidance and a
solution to all the problems I face while I am on a project.

Pema Gelay (Journalism)

Guidance and Encouragement for any challenges ahead.

Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalisnf^^
__________________

ISM

Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- JournaUsmf^

SIMC

Student name

msiMC
Remarks

Faculty incharge

A mentor to me is a person who will understand and guide
me whenever the need arises. I hope to find someone I can
Raavya Bhattacharyya Journalism
Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism
trust and build a lasting relationship with through the mentorship program.
S ameer Manekar

Guidance concerning different aspects of Journalism, and
how to approach them.

SOURAVSARKAR

My expectations from the preferred programme would be to
get an insight into the real life working of the media
Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism
industry, along with training myself for doing investigative

Sumant Sen - Journalism

The Journalism profession is very dynamic. Often it is
difficult to keep pace with rapid changes around. I wish to
understand how should one keep themselves abreast with the
events around. A mentor who has spent significant time in
the industry will be of great help in this aspect. Also, I
expect to gain a deeper and more concrete understanding of
how the media industry functions, in India and abroad. As I Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism
wish to make an immediate career in broadcast journalism, I
need guidance before I venture out in the field. Lastly, I wish
to understand the nature of media research and the
opportunities of the same in India and abroad, as I wish to
pursue my doctorate and eventually be a part of the academic
field.

Prof. Sushobhan Patankar- Journalism

